
UWOSS Council Meeting 
 

Date: Monday November 18th, 2019 
Location: Room 401 
Start time: 12:33 PM 
End time: 12:58 PM 
Meeting Facilitators: Taylor Parenteau, Sophia Capo, Allison Binnie, Lisa Zhang 
 
Attendees: 
1st years 2nd years 3rd years 

Chris Workman 
Kevin Shelswell 
Eric Roberts 
Megan Sue 
Kristen Letwinetz 
Glenda Thai 
Alvin Hong 
Jenny Lee 
Tiffany Chan 
Sahil Merali 
Janet Tan 
Claudia Chang 
Bethany Lo 
Kelly Lin 
Annika Nelson 
Sanjay Solanki 

Aliya Shafi 
Pam Libfeld 
Tanisha Lutz 
Claudia Amaniampong 
Brooke Hill 
Mitch Letwin 
Dustin Diotte 
Alicia Macmillan 
Josh Barnes 
Oskar Shura 
Victoria Bajorek 
Tiana Yip 
Carmen Continisio 

Taylor Parenteau 
Sophia Capo 
Allison Binnie 
Lisa Zhang 
Phil Morel 
Austin Toresdahl 
Phil Shrimpton 
Raph So 
Riley Leblanc 
Marie Sarabusky 
Cindy Shan 
Joanne Qiao 
 
 

   
 
Absent: Vaness Ho, Ced Mah 
 
Agenda Item Facilitator Discussion 
Motion to begin Tanisha 
Lutz 

Sophia -Seconded by Josh Barnes 

Eyescream Recap Allison/1st year 
social reps 
 

no problems with WILFs, probably will have corneal 
cup afterparty here too 
thanks to the SRs -  being there early to decorate, 
signing in 
Any critiques for the event? things we can improve on 
for next year? 

- nice if space wasn’t shared with random Laurier 
students - unfortunately can’t be changed. 
WILFs is a Laurier bar and they want to cater 
more to Laurier student 

- May move back to Bomber - space might no 
longer be appropriate though 

Thrive Week Recap 1st year student 
relations reps 

Went really well. Lots of positive feedback. 
People liked the warm and fuzzies. Less interest in 
Friday activity (board games). 



Found the allocated budget to be workable. Didn’t run 
out of trail mix. 
 

Dodgeball Update Elects Sponsorship from Lenscan obtained. Banner from them 
to take photos with. Signups T and F this week lunch 
hour. Aiming for 8-12 teams 
Ordering pizza the morning of the event should be 
enough time. 
Gym is booked for 630-930. Aim for pizza at the school 
at 5pm. 
Picking up prizes sometime this week. Doing winning 
team and best costume. 

Eyeball Update  Allison Crowne plaza - downtown Kitchener. First time at this 
venue. More info to come in the new year. 
March 14, 2020 
 

Skit Night Update Allison FEDs hall- same as usual event space. 
Now March 28 - original date was unavailable. 
More food this year bc of larger sponsorship from TD. 
Problems in the past with people over-eating.  

- Backyard BBQ menu. Salads, burger, dessert 
 

Skit Night Meeting for 1st 
yrs 

Sophia Set for Friday Nov 29th room 401 at lunch. 
Expectations, what is allowed etc. Some students will 
be shadowing in clinic at that time but will try to make 
it for a part of the meeting. 

Sands of Sahara update 1st yr Sports Reps Kitchener venue doesn’t work as it doesn’t have indoor 
beach courts. 
3 courts booked for 4hrs Sat 25 11-3pm at the regular 
court in TO.  
Waiting for response from Sponsorship 

Optomspiel update 2nd yr Sports Reps Sat Jan 18 - Elora rink will follow up soon but booking 
request has been submitted and date was available at 
the time of request. 
Samuel Waxman - Sterling financial sponsor. Following 
up with him closer to the date. 

Corneal Cup update 3rd yr Sports Reps Waiting for sponsor cheque. Expecting it soon. 
Finishing up pamphlets. UWOSS will review before 
publishing. 
Finishing up design for player gifts. 
4th year roster is complete now - 10 optometry 
students participating  
Get money ($20) to class sports reps by next Friday 
Reps need list of jersey numbers from each class 
Reps want to spend $1000 on player gift whereas 
usually spend $400. Special year 2020 they want to do 
something special. 

Any other updates anyone 
wants to give at this time 

Open Taylor - Next meeting not until end of Jan 
Can submit any relevant updates to FB group in the 
meantime or email them to Execs. 



Lisa - get reimbursements to Lisa by the end of the 
week so she can get you money by the end of semester 

General School Feedback Sophia Class-specific feedback and UWOSS specific feedback.. 
Concerns raised today: Sink in the kitchen needs to be 
drained properly; People over-using study rooms at 
peak times 

   

Motion to adjourn Alicia Sophia Seconded by Joanne 
   
 
 
 


